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Traceable dosimetry for small fields in MR-guided radiotherapy
Overview
1.4M radiotherapy treatments in Europe annually, extensively use small radiation beams (x-rays or proton
beams) to deliver optimized dose distributions to the cancer patient. MR guided RadioTherapy (MRgRT), the
combined use of radiation beams to target the tumours and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to provide
image of soft tissue contrast, was recently introduced into clinics. This combined treatment has demonstrated
the potential for delivering fewer adverse side-effects and more effective treatments, however full clinical
utilisation of the treatment is hampered by the lack of standards for small field dosimetry. This project will
enable traceable dosimetry in small radiation beams (both x-ray and proton beams) in the presence of strong
magnetic fields as a basis for future standards on small field dosimetry in MRgRT such as those from the IAEA.
Need
MRgRT allows the patient anatomy to be imaged during the treatment and is therefore the next step in the
ongoing development of radiotherapy to improve treatment efficacy. Currently the number of clinical MRguided X-ray Therapy (MRgXT) facilities (combining X-ray beams and MRI) is increasing rapidly. Although not
as advanced clinically, future developments are also being made with MR-guided Proton Therapy (MRgPT)
which combines proton beams and MRI.
For modern dose delivery techniques, the recent Code of Practice (CoP) TRS-483, enables medical physicists
to perform traceable small field dosimetry. For MRgRT, small radiation fields are equally important and even
though developments in MRgPT are lagging behind MRgXT, universities and industry still need traceable
methods for dosimetry to show the feasibility of dose delivery with MRgPT and to prepare for (pre)-clinical
investigations.
In MRgRT, dosimetry needs to be performed in the presence of the magnetic field of the MRI scanner, which
is known to affect both the (small) radiation field characteristics and the calibration of detectors. CoPs for small
field dosimetry use a correction factor to convert the detector calibration coefficient in a reference radiation
field to small field based on the (small) radiation field characteristics. Consequently, existing CoPs for small
field dosimetry are inadequate for application in MRgRT. Therefore, medical physicists urgently need CoPs for
traceable dosimetry for small fields in MRgRT.
Manufacturers have developed detectors for small field dosimetry in conventional radiotherapy. To assure the
quality and the suitability of their products for application in small field dosimetry in MRgRT, they need methods
to assess detector characteristics in the presence of magnetic fields. The need for this project to elaborate
standards for MRgXT and MRgPT harmonized with TRS-483 is also underlined by Standards Developing
Organisations (SDOs) in their strategic documents; IAEA, IEC TC 62 and ISO/TC85/SC2.
Objectives
The project will enable traceable measurement of absorbed dose-to-water in small x-ray (photon) and proton
beams (field size < 3 cm) in the presence of strong magnetic fields in support of future standards for small field
dosimetry in MRgRT.
The specific objectives of the project are:
1. To determine a data set of correction factors and develop a measurement methodology for small fields
in MRgXT extending the concept of IAEA/AAPM TRS-483 with a target uncertainty of 2.0 % (k = 1).
2. To investigate whether established traceable dose measurement methods for MRgXT and the concept
of IAEA/AAPM TRS-483 can be adapted for scanned pencil-beam based MRgPT modalities.
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3. To design and carry out Monte Carlo simulations of x-ray and proton beams in the presence of
magnetic field to investigate radiation field characteristics, detector responses for on- and off-axis
conditions and to determine detector properties and their suitability for small field dosimetry in MRgXT.
4. To design and carry out experiments (in laboratories and commercial MR-linacs) to provide
dosimetrical measurement data on x-ray and proton beams in the presence of magnetic fields
traceable to primary standards, to investigate radiation field characteristics and detector responses for
on- and off-axis conditions and to determine detector properties and their suitability for small field
dosimetry in MRgXT and MRgPT.
5. To facilitate the take up of methods, technology, guidelines, Codes of Practice and measurement
infrastructure developed in the project by the standards developing organizations (such as IAEA) and
end-users, such as clinical stakeholders, and manufacturers of facilities and measurement equipment.
Progress beyond the state of the art
TRS-483 provides a formalism for traceable small field dosimetry in conventional radiotherapy facilities. This
formalism uses an output correction factor to convert the detector calibration coefficient in a reference field to
one for a small field. For a large set of detector types, detector type specific output correction factors and other
detector characteristics are tabulated as function of equivalent square field side (0.4–8.0 cm).
Correction factors and methodology for small field dosimetry in MRgXT (Obj. 1)
TRS-483 does not account for the presence of a magnetic field. The use of small off-axis fields, i.e. radiation
fields for which the beam axis does not coincide with the machine isocentre, increases for MRgXT
considerably. This project progresses beyond the state of the art by determining a data set of output correction
factors (target uncertainty=2.0 %) in the presence of magnetic fields, and by investigating the influence of offaxis conditions on these correction factors.
The magnetic field influences the symmetry of radiation fields in MRgXT facilities. Consequently, the position
of the maximum dose drifts away from the central axis position compared to no magnetic field present. This
effect increases with decreasing field size. Therefore, MRgXT field characteristics are incompatible with the
TRS-483 methodology for both the determination of equivalent square field size and the positioning of the
detector. This project progresses beyond this by development of a methodology for traceable small field
dosimetry in MRgXT facilities in line with TRS-483 accounting for these incompatibilities. This methodology
will also include off-axis fields.
Small field dosimetry for MRgPT (Obj. 2)
The fringe part and homogeneous part of the MRI magnetic field strongly affects field characteristics in MRgPT.
However, their impact on the definition of the reference field in MRgPT needs further investigations. Moreover,
no traceable method for dosimetry in MRgPT is available. Therefore, this project will go beyond this, by
developing methods based on measurements and Monte Carlo simulations for traceable dosimetry in MRgPT
and by the realisation of reference fields.
Detector properties in MRgXT and MRgPT (Obj. 3 and 4)
Small x-ray and proton radiation fields require the use of other detectors than those deployed for reference
dosimetry. An overview with the relevant characteristics of these detectors for small x-ray fields is provided by
TRS-483.
The impact of the magnetic field on these characteristics, e.g. volume averaging and the effective point of
measurement, needs further investigations. In addition, dead volume effects are important for Monte Carlo
modelling of detector response in presence of magnetic fields. For small field dosimetry detectors, the impact
of the dead volume is potentially larger than for reference dosimetry.
For small proton fields no overview is available, however, because of the LET variation in proton beams an
important characteristic for proton beams in general is the detector LET dependence. The LET dependence
of detectors in the presence of magnetic fields is unknown and will be further investigated here.
This project will go beyond the state of the art by in-depth investigations on these characteristics for a set of
detectors used for small field dosimetry in MRgRT.
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Results
Correction factors and methodology for small field dosimetry in MRgXT (Obj. 1)
Charged particle equilibrium is an essential part of the methodology for small field dosimetry. The impact of
the magnetic field on CPE has been extensively studied and demonstrated. Methods to mitigate this will be
investigated in the remainder of this project. In addition, the impact of the magnetic field on the lateral range
has been studied.
Small field dosimetry for MRgPT (Obj. 2)
A key aspect in the concept of IAEA/AAPM TRS-483 are the definition of reference fields. To extend this
concept to MRgPT it essential to determine the impact of the 3D magnetic field on the deflection of the scanned
proton beam. Therefore, a thorough evaluation of existing magnetic field metrology methods and devices for
3D mapping of the magnetic fringe field of an MRI scanner has been performed. Based on this evaluation a
customized method has been developed and a high-resolution 3D magnetic field map has been successfully
acquired of the in-beam MRI scanner. The next step is to investigate the impact of the MR gradient fields on
the proton beam deflection. In addition, a magnetic field camera has been used to study the influence of
external fringe fields produced by the beam transport and beam delivery magnets on the magnetic field
homogeneity of the in-beam MRI scanner.
Monte Carlo simulations of detector properties and radiation field characteristics in MRgXT and MRgPT (Obj.
3)
FEM simulations have been used to estimate the dead volume effects for a set of detectors for small field
dosimetry. Furthermore, a set of square radiation fields (with varying fields sizes) have been simulated using
Monte Carlo as a function of magnetic fields strength. The first Monte Carlo simulations of detector responses
for proton beams in the presence of magnetic fields have been carried out.
Experiments of detector properties and radiation field characteristics in MRgXT and MRgPT (Obj. 4)
To harmonize the methods and conditions between the various experimental facilities and MR-linacs used in
the project, an overview of the experimental conditions have been drafted and the first experiments have been
carried out. In MRgPT the first measurement to determine ionisation chamber correction factors took place.
Impact
The project will directly impact SDOs, the growing number of hospitals beginning to introduce MRgRT and the
medical device industry; more specifically manufacturers of dosimetry equipment and MRgRT facilities. This
will be of great benefit to a large population of patients in Europe and worldwide.
The existing website of the previous project 15HLT08 MRgRT has been updated. An inventory of stakeholder
committee has been performed and a meeting with stakeholders with representatives from SDOs, hospitals
and the medical device industry is planned for April – May 2021.
A first peer-reviewed publication has been published (https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6560/ab9efe). Preparation
of the Satellite symposium in connection to MRinRT 2021 congress meeting is in progress. An online physics
course on adaptive MR guided radiotherapy is scheduled for beginning of May 2021.
Impact on industrial and other user communities
The project will develop traceable methods to determine detector type specific output correction factors for
small field dosimetry in MRgXT and it will also measure a dataset of these correction factors. Furthermore, it
will develop methodology consistent with TRS-483 for small field dosimetry in MRgXT facilities with an
uncertainty similar to that for conventional radiotherapy (2.0 %). These results will accelerate the development
of CoPs for small field dosimetry in MRgXT by SDOs. To enhance uptake of project results in CoPs and to
assure that the results meet the needs of SDOs and hospitals, the project will organize consulting meetings.
The reports on the developed methodology and the dataset of correction factors will be sent to the SDOs and
hospitals in the stakeholder committee.
The experimental setups for small field dosimetry in the presence of magnetic fields characterised in the project
will enable the assessment of detector performance and suitability in well-defined test conditions. This will
allow manufacturers of measurement equipment to assure the quality of their products for application in smallfield dosimetry in MRgRT. The engagement of several manufacturers in the stakeholder committee ensures
that these facilities meet their needs and ensures proper utilisation of these facilities. In addition, it will enable
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and support manufacturers of radiotherapy equipment, by demonstrating that MRgXT and future MRgPT
facilities are compliant with regulatory criteria.
The project will develop traceable dose measurement for proton beam dosimetry in the presence of magnetic
fields. This will enable industry and research groups to show the feasibility of dose delivery of prototype MRgPT
devices. The involvement of industry in the stakeholder committee and a collaborator active in MRgPT
enhances the dissemination of these methods. Therefore, this methodology will impact the future development
of documentary standards in MRgPT. Overall the results of this project will be disseminated to the medical
physics community, via publications, workshops and an organized symposium.
Impact on the metrology and scientific communities
European National Metrology Institutes (NMIs) are global leaders in the field of dosimetry for MRgRT. This
project improves their existing measurement infrastructure for dosimetry in MRgRT, by extending the range of
application in MRgXT dosimetry to small field dosimetry and to dosimetry for MRgPT facilities. Results,
capabilities and improved knowledge will be disseminated to the European and international metrological
community via their annual meetings.
Several university groups are exploring new MRgPT facilities by the integration of proton beams with MRI
scanners. The consortium will collaborate with these groups and therefore this project will contribute to and
support the scientific activities in this field. Furthermore, CoPs for dosimetry in radiotherapy are based on a
vast amount of scientific publication. Given the lack of scientific publications on small field dosimetry for MRgXT
and dosimetry for MRgPT, the publications of this project will impact the development of CoPs for small field
dosimetry in MRgRT considerably.
Impact on relevant standards
The project will develop a methodology and determine detector type specific correction factors for small field
dosimetry in MRgRT. Via active engagement and consulting meetings with national (DIN, NCS, IPEM) and
international SDOs (IAEA, ICRU, IEC, ISO) the consortium will ensure that the results are implemented in
future standards for small field dosimetry in MRgXT and for the future MRgPT, in line with IAEA TRS-483. The
partners who are members of corresponding technical committees will inform them about the results of this
project and will endeavour to ensure they are incorporated in any updates to the standards or guidelines.
Project partners have participated in several working groups relevant for small field dosimetry in MRgRT and
have provided input into new normative documents. These working groups include: ESTRO ACROP Physics,
NCS Working Group Quality control and dosimetry for MRI-guided-radiotherapy, DIN and AAPM TG-351.
Longer-term economic, social and environmental impacts
The rough estimate of the 1.4M patients undergoing radiotherapy in Europe annually, that will benefit from
MRgRT in the long-term, is >50 %. In addition, MRgRT will enable non-invasive treatments on a range of
cancers, for which conventional radiotherapy, to date is inadequate, e.g. lung and pancreatic cancers.
MRgXT is a technique clinically introduced only very recently by pioneering European hospitals and early
adopters. In the next years the broader hospital community will start with MRgRT and the adoption rate will
increase. The dissemination of the metrological research from this project via peer-reviewed publications,
documentary standards and potential commercialisation of methodologies, will enhance the safe introduction
of MRgXT and accelerates clinical acceptance by the broader community of European hospitals.
Proton therapy is considered as the treatment of choice in the field of paediatric oncology, and for a selected
group of adult patients. MRgPT which combines superior soft tissue contrast from MR images with superior
dose distributions from proton beams is considered the next major advancement in radiotherapy in the midand long-term. The metrological research carried out in the project will be a key enabler for future translation
of current prototyping efforts of manufacturers to a clinical setting. As such, this project enhances improved
patient care in radiotherapy and future innovations in radiotherapy. Therefore, it will improve the quality of life
of a large group of patients.
Market sales of MRgXT facilities have continuously increased since CE mark approvals mid-2016 and mid2018 and represents a total revenue of more than 800 MEuro. Therefore, the economic value of MRgRT
facilities is high. The outcome of this project and the dissemination of the results via peer-reviewed publications
and documentary standards will enhance the speed of the commissioning process, increase the safety of the
clinical implementation and accelerate propagation of MRgRT into the market.
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